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Editorial
THE DOOR IS OPEN
Can non-Christians be saved? Most of us in the liberal
churches would answer yes to that question without hesitation.
Those who would say no seem to assume the door to "heaven", or
"everlasting life", is closed. In this scenario the people who have
the right password are Christians; the password opens the door
sufficiently for them to slip through, but the door swings shut again
once they are safely past the threshold, leaving the non-Christians
outside.
Because we are rightly concerned to be on the "inclusive"
side of this issue, it is easy to go on to delete from the canon,
implicitly, a good deal of crucial material in the New Testament,
because it seems to be "exclusive". By committing ourselves single-mindedly to the principle of inclusivity we can narrow our vision alarmingly. It's well to keep in mind that it is through the
interconnection of various issues that we approach the truth. Thus
when we affirm that non-Christians can be saved we should at the
same time be considering questions regarding Who is the Saviour?
What is the nature of salvation? and How is it accomplished?
The Bible focuses on those matters. In answer to the question, Who is the Saviour? the Bible is clear that God is. But doesn't
the New Testament claim that Jesus Christ is the Saviour? Yes it
does. In doing so, however, it means that God is the Saviour. As it
says at the beginning of I Timothy, "Paul, an apostle of Christ
Jesus by the command of God our Saviour and of Christ Jesus our
hope" (1:I). God's way of being the Saviour is not by sending
down a guide book that enables people to make their way up some
steep mountain to the presence of the deity. God is the Saviour by
becoming in Christ one of us, by living at our level, by sharing our
lives, by caring about us more than we can care for ourselves, by
giving up His life for us on the cross. "God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself..."(11Cor 5:19).
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When we hear Jesus say in the Fourth Gospel, "I am the way,
the truth, and the life; no one comes to the Father except through
me", we put ourselves on the wrong track if we focus fIrst of all on
the people who might be left out. The main issue in the Fourth
Gospel is not about people being left out, but is the identity of
Jesus as the Wordbecome flesh. The main issue is the character of
Jesus as the only begotten Son of God, and thus as the Light of the
World, the Living Water, the Bread of Life, the Resurrection and
the Life, the Good Shepherd, the Door to the Sheepfold. And the
coming of the only begotten of God does not indicate that God
cares only about a fraction of humanity,but that He loves the world.
This love, however, leads God to act in a certain way. God does
not simply shout from heaven that He loves everybody and leave
people to get on with the implications of that. No, God chooses an
Aramean called Abraham, and begins the formation of a people
who will play an indispensable role in the plan of salvation. And
God works with them for centuries, shaping them so that one day
Godself can come among them, to accomplish a wondrous rescue
operation that is to be done for the sake of the whole of creation.
But this rescue operation is to reach its goal with the assent of
its recipients. We can come into God's realm only willingly; we
must want to be God's children. And this is different from wanting to go to a pleasant place called heaven, where all the selfish
desires that we have cherished in this life can be retained. Wanting
to be God's children means wanting to be with God, and accepting
the way God deals with us, including how He deals with our past.
For our past contains sin and guilt. Well yes, but surely it's not all
that serious? We understand, of course, that people like Paul
Bernardo and Clifford Oleson have irreparable guilt in their past,
guilt that God would have to deal with if ever He could accept
them as His children. And we understand also that they would have
to repent fully and genuinely of their terrible deeds if ever they
were to accept themselves as children of a God who remembers
their poor victims as though what happened to them was done today. But surely our situation is not comparable with Bernardo's
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and Oleson's? The trouble is, it is comparable. When the light of
the cross shines on us it is apparent that we too have irreparable
guilt in our past, that God has gone to Calvary in order to deal with
it, and that we must come to earnest repentance of our sins if ever
we are to accept ourselves as children of a God who remembers
our own victims. That's what salvation is about; it is about being
fully reconciled to the self-giving God of Golgotha, and allowing
ourselves to be transformed by the love and grace of the crucified
God.
Thus when we read the words about Jesus being the way, the
truth and the life, and that no one comes to the Father but by Him,
we need to see that it means we come to the God of glory through
the God of grace; we come to the most high God through the God
who has stooped down to Nazareth and Calvary; which is to say
that we come to God the Father through God the Son. To go back
to our image earlier, it doesn't mean, however, that the door to
eternal life is closed. It is open, for Jesus Christ is the door.
Jesus Christ is the door, and we have in Him one who recognizes redeeming qualities in all sorts of people. Consider the
vision of the separation of the sheep and the goats recounted in
Matthew 25. There is a critical detail in the vision that is often
overlooked: it is the "nations" who are gathered before the Son of
Man. In the Bible, "nations"is a technical term referring to everyone other than the covenant people. And it is from them that the
Son of Man is making His selection of the sheep and the goats. It
is clear that they are not all goats. And we remember what it is that
characterizes the sheep; they are the ones who unwittingly ministered to the Son of Man in the persons of the hungry, the thirsty,
the stranger, the naked, the sick and the prisoner. Unwittingly?
Apparently. For they wondered: "When was it that we saw you
sick or in prison and visited you?" The answer was, "Just as you
did it to one of the least of these who are members of my family,
you did it to me."
The Jesus Christ who is the door is the same One who warned
His disciples not to be too sure they knew who was going to be

-----
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first into the kingdom, for, He said, the last might turn out to be
first and the first last. The One who is the door is the same One
who is the Good Shepherd, who searches far and wide to find the
lost sheep.
But those of us who are lost must want to be found. Wemust
be ready to be embraced by our Finder, the One who has the marks
of nails in His hands and feet. But to accept that embrace means
acknowledging that we put those marks there, and also to know,
incredibly, that they are our only source of healing. We are not
wounded by Christ's wounds but made whole by them. The Holy
Spirit uses those wounds to transform our selfish selves into selves
of love and self-giving. Christ's joy is complete when we receive
from Him what He wants to give. In the New Testament such reception is called faith.
If we say, as I believe we should, that non-Christians can be
saved, we ought to mean that ultimately they too have access to the
Saviour who died for them, and He has access to them. And that's
what is involved in being saved. It means coming into the realm of
God where the crucified Saviour waits with open arms for His
beloved sisters and brothers. It means hearing the voice:
The Spirit and the bride say. "Come."
And let everyone who hears say, "Come."
And let everyone who is thirsty come.
Let anyone who wishes take the water
of life as a gift. (Rev. 22: 17)

It means being able to join with
every creature in heaven and on earth and under the earth and in the sea, and
all that is in them, singing,
"To the one seated on the throne and
to the Lamb
be blessing and honour and glory and might
forever and ever!" (Rev. 5:13)

-A.M.W.
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"WHAT'S IN IT FOR US?": NOTES ON
MEMBERSHIP AND COMMITMENT
by Douglas E. Cowan
1. The Problem Identified
In 1991, according to Statistics Canada, over three million
people (11.5% of the population) identified themselves as "United
Church."1Meanwhile, the Church's official website, using information available as of 31 December 1998, states that there are
around 1.8 million persons "under pastoral care" in the United
Church. Of those, slightly less than forty percent are considered
full "members".2This enormous disparityranges from active membership and involvement in a local congregation (and possibly the
other courts of the Church) to dimly remembered childhood Sunday School attendance at the United Church when filling out a
wedding license application or a hospital admittance form. At one
end of the spectrum is the person whose life revolves around their
participation in the Church; at the other those who identify themselves as "United Church" simply because they know they are not
Roman Catholic, Anglican, or Hindu.
Moving from the three million who looked upon themselves
as "United Church," through the 1.8 million earmarked as being
under pastoral care, to the current membership statistics, we find
that in the 3795 congregations across the country about 285,000
people are in worship on any given Sunday. That's less than ten
percent of the larger figure, and only sixteen percent of the smaller.
And few would challenge the suggestion that active membership
beyond simple attendance at worship is relegated to a substantially
smaller percentage than that. This essay addresses some of the
issues raised by these figures, and suggests certain directions for
I

See <http://wwww.statcan.ca/english/PgdblPeopleiPopulation/demo32.html>

.

The actual figure given is 3,093,120.
2"The United Church of Canada Quick Fact Sheet," <http://www.uccan.org/
Quickfact.htm>. The exact membership figure given is 683,784.

---------
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the United Church to consider.

2. Rewards and Compensators
In a landmark treatise, A Theory of Religion, Rodney Stark
and William Sims Bainbridge classify the dividends available to
religious adherents into two categories: rewards and compensators. Rewards they derme as "anything humans will incur costs to
obtain" (Stark and Bainbridge 1987,325); costs can be investments
of time, finances, active involvement, or any combination of these.
Compensators, on the other hand, are "postulations of reward according to explanations that are not readily susceptible to unambiguous evaluation" (Stark and Bainbridge 1987,326). Put more
simply, rewards are the tangible and imminent dividends of human exchange interactions, and compensators are the intangible
dividends; those things we look for in the future, for example, but
whose existence we cannot demonstrate at present. Religious organizations deal primarily in compensators, based on supernatural
assumptions (Stark and Bainbridge 1987,326) - God and providence, heaven and hell, salvation and sanctification, the efficacy
of prayer offered according to the strictures of one's religion.3None
of these is subject to verification; each exists as a truth believed as
opposed to a fact proven.
At this point in our history, it seems critical to ask what are
the compensators offered by the United Church of Canada, and
what the rewards. What are the tangible benefits for which we
expect members and adherents to incur specific costs? And what
are the intangible ones? Three million people claim to be "United
Church", yet less than ten percent of them are in worship on any
given Sunday. Are the rewards and compensators of so little value
that even the relatively minor cost of regular worship attendance is
too high? If so, what must change in order to increase involve-'An example of a non-religious compensator for which one is willing to exchange
costs is the hope that one has been written into the will of an elderly relative or
employer to whom one has devoted one's life in service. The frustration of this
compensator is the well-known stuff of any number of murder mysteries.

--

-

--

---
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ment? Ought different rewards be offered? Should the compensators traditionally associated with Christianity be reinvested or reframed? Is there anything which should be done?

2.1 The Rewards of Membership
In terms of costs incurred, for example, it can be demonstrated
that within mainline Protestantism in Canada the United Church is
among the least "expensive" to join. Few ministers have not experienced the situation of a couple appearing at the local United
Church because for some reason the respective denominations to
which either or both belong would not celebrate their marriage.
Few ministers have not fielded telephone calls asking, "When is
baptism Sunday?" or "What do I have to do to get my child done at
your church?" While there may be little empirical study of these
phenomena, the anecdotal evidence is voluminous.
What is interesting is that, while significant discussion of the
nature of membership and commitment in the United Church has
been generated over the last several years, questions such as these
have not been the driving force. The "Report of the Project Group
on Christian Initiation" (Division of Mission in Canada, 1982),
which concentrated largely on the form and substance of baptism
as the primary mode of entry into the Christian Church, determined
that its discussion primarily affected access to governance. First in
the report's "Questions of Polity," was: "When and how does one
become eligible to vote and hold office in the church?" (Division
of Mission in Canada 1982, 206).
The report's theologicalaffirmationsframe the rewards (membership and access to the Eucharist) and compensators between
these two assertions:
A. We affinn that the sacrament of Baptism with water in the triune name of
God is the visible sign and seal of the covenant love of God, of incorporation
into Christ and of entry into membership in the Christian Church.

10
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And:
E. We affinn that, while the sacrament of Baptism is a visible sign that sets
forth the reality of God's love, all persons are within the scope of God's
saving love and power, whether baptized or not.(Division of Mission in
Canada 1982: 189)

In terms of compensators for which individuals might be expected to exchange the costs of membership and involvement, the
last affirmation, however laudable, seems to vitiate somewhat the
compensatory value of the first. Put crudely, if there is no practical
(i.e., salvific) advantage to baptism in terms of one's relationship
with the Divine, why bother? By inference, the rewards are reduced once again to access to governance.
At the 34th General Council (1992), the B.C. Conference
brought forward a petition which referred to the membership remit
of 1988 (which didn't succeed in obtaining a majority of
Presbyteries), and asked that the Council "take action to facilitate
the United Church to continue to study and search for acceptable
policies about what constitutes membership in The United Church
of Canada, with particular attention to: (1) age of discretion; (2)
baptism and confirmation; (3) participation in the life and courts
of the Church."4
The sessional committee responsible for discussion of the
petition returned it with a slightly modified - if no less bulky wording:
THAT the 34'hGeneral Council direct its executive to ensure that action be
taken to facilitate clarification of policies about what constitutes membership in The United Church of Canada, making clear the obligations and
opportunities of membership and participation in the life and courts of the
Church, and THAT such clarification be communicated to every pastoral
charge.'
"The United Church of Canada, "Petition No.140," Record of Proceedings of
the Thirty-Fourth General Council (Toronto: The United Church of Canada, 1992),
637.
'The United Church of Canada, "Sessional Committee
Proceedings of the Thirty-fourth General Council, 166.

--

Fifteen," Record of
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The amended petition was carried.
For our purposes, two items are of interest in this petition.
First, what is clear from the original petition is that, while partially
framed in the language of youth and young adults "giving more
thoughtful consideration to their own personal faith stance",6 its
intent is to define membership in terms of access to church governance. Second, and more important, the amended petition locates the issue in the context of "obligations and opportunities of
membership and participation"- that is, the costs associated with
membership, and the rewards which derive therefrom. There are
no compensators offered, which is consistent with the affirmations
in the 1982 report.
The latest study document on membership, entitled "Membership: Privilege and Responsibility," addresses both these concerns; again, though, it frames the costs and benefits in terms of
congregational involvement and access to church governance. The
introduction elaborates anecdotally how the current protocols of
membership have prevented one or more persons from gaining
access to governance - specifically the possibility of people who
are not "full members" serving on church boards and councils'?
When the institutional rewards of membership are listed in
the study document, they all concern a similar access to governance. "First off," it reads, "the members of a Congregation who
are entitled to vote at all meetings are persons in full membership
whose names are on the roll of the Congregation."8Appendix B of
the document elaborates on "Things you can do if you become a
(full) member.''9They include, among others: eligibility to serve
on a Discernment Committee, a Joint Search Committee, a Formal
Hearing Committee, as Chairperson of the Official Board, or as
6"Petition No.l40," 637.
71ntroduction to "Membership: Privilege and Responsibility. First Repon of the
Task Group on Church Membership"; <http://www.uccan.org/mprOl.htm>.
'''Membership:
Privilege and Responsibility";
<http://www.uccan.org/
mpr08.htm>.
9"Membership:
Privilege and Responsibility";
<http://www.uccan.org/
mprl1.htrn>.
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Chairperson of the Board of Directors of Observer Publications
Inc.; eligibility to vote on whether to end a pastoral relationship;
eligibility to send a petition to the courts of the Church; and eligibility to be a delegate to the annual meeting of Conference. All of
these are the institutional rewards of membership. Not a single
item addresses what might even remotely be considered a compensator - the main stock-in-trade of religious organizations.
To be fair, "Membership: Privilege and Responsibility" was
likely not intended to address the deeper issues of Christian selfunderstanding; but precisely therein lies the flaw to which recent
Church discussions of membership have fallen prey. To return to
the question of "The Problem Defined," will increased access to
governance according to any of these suggestions have any significantpositive impacton UnitedChurch membershipand involvement figures? Will relaxed access to governance, couched in language that is so vague as to be practically devoid of meaning, raise
above ten percent the attendance in weekly worship of those claiming United Church affiliation? I submit that they won't - notbecause they are not worthwhile discussions, but because they do not
address the correct questions. They suggest that the carrot offered
at the end of the Church stick is the opportunity to sit on the official board.
The correct questions, I wish to suggest, do not concern the
rewards of membership, but the compensators.

2.2 Compensators of Membership
When one could gain access to governance in any number of
institutional settings - business, social clubs, volunteer organizations, just to name a few - why would one choose the United
Church? Often, the music is more appealing in community musical theatre, the chance to effect change in an organizational structure more realistic in an anti-poverty action group, and the range
of options for interpersonal relationships considerably less limited
in any average city than in the Church.
With relatively few exceptions, the reality is that people do
not usually seek out religious organizations for purposes of reward

--
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- imminent self-gratification or personal entertainment - but for
compensation - some form of intentional communion with the
Divine. Such is the nature of the supernatural compensator. What,
then, are the compensatorsfor which a religious organization might
reasonably expect potential members to exchange costs? At the
most basic level, these compensators concern salvation; at other
levels they provide relationship and inspiration. That is, to be in a
positive salvific relationship with God, and to draw from that
relationship wisdom and insight, courage and conviction, are the
compensatory dividends of faith community membership.
The United Church's historic articulation of these compensators is found in the Articles of Faith contained in the Basis of Union. Article XI on "Justification and Sonship", for example, reads:
We believe that God, on the sole ground of the perfect obedience and sacrifice of Christ, pardons those who by faith receive Him as their Saviour and
Lord, accepts them as righteous and bestows upon them the adoption of
sons, with a right to all privileges therein implied, including a conscious
assurance of their sonship.

The compensatory nature of this article is readily apparent;
Le., those who receive Christ by faith are pardoned. Article XIX,
"Of the Resurrection, the Last Judgment and the Future Life," continues this thread, declaring:
We believe that there shall be a resurrection of the dead, both of the just and
of the unjust, through the power of the Son of God, who shall come to judge
the living and the dead; that the finally impenitent shall go away into eternal
punishment and the righteous into life eternal.

Taken by themselves (while granting that they should be read
in the context of the entire Basis of Union) these articles say something significant about the nature of the compensators offered by
Christianity. That is, salvation is explicit in a relationship with
Christ, and is either absent or at best only dimly implicit in other
religious traditions. Within the United Church, the theological spectrum ranges from those who wish to abandon any such notion as a

14
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relic of history best forgotten, to those who accept this exclusivity
as an article of faith.
The latter, for example, include those groups which invoke a
strict understanding of these very definite supernatural compensators: that is, they adhere to a more or less literalist interpretation of
the Bible and of the Articles of Faith, which include provisions for
salvation as a singular process through the sacrifice of Jesus; heaven
or hell on the basis of acceptance of that sacrifice; a final Christian
triumph: and the essential uniqueness of Christianity as the negotiator of supernatural compensators for all humankind.
Indeed, in a recent issue of Concern, the quarterly newsletter
of theologically conservative reform movements, Don Faris argues
that thc abandonment of certain of these supernatural compensators by the United Church has shifted it from "a biblically-based
ecumenical Church" to "an emotionally based politically correct
cult" (Faris 1999, 12). Despite Faris's prejudicial and imprecise
use of the word "cult:' the concerns he raises are similar to those
addressed here. What does it mean to be a Christian, and to claim
membership in the Christian faith?
For many in the Church. supernatural compensators like this
no longer obtain. Few liberal members of the United Church believe that Jesus is the only way to salvation, that hell awaits those
who do not accept Jesus. or that Christianity is the only path to
communion with the Divine (Bibby 1994, 5 I ). On the contrary. it
IS marc likely that they hold to a much more broadly inclusive
belief in a God who loves everyone equally, Jesus as teacher and
friend. and a vague assertion of life that continues beyond the grave.
but \vithout reference to any particular faith-based destination. Consider as one example - an example from which a number of others can and do derive - the saving significance of Jesus.
Two documents in recent years bear intentionally on this question from an institutional point of view: The Lordship of Jesus
(Lochhead 1977). and Reconciling and Making NeIL" Who is Jeslis
/0,. thl' I\"(),.fdlOda.":) (The Committee on Theology and Faith
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]996).10Each comes out of different Christological discussions in
the Church, and each makes significant contributions to the manner in which the traditional compensator of "salvation through
Christ" is understood in the United Church at the turn of the millennium.
Requested by the 261hGeneral Council (1974), The Lordship
ofJesus was a "response to a contentionthat Christ's divine sonship
and unique lordship were not receiving sufficient emphasis"
(Lochhead 1977, Hi). As David Lochhead wrote in the introduction:
The Council did not ask simply for a re-affirmation of the divinity of Jesus
but, recognizing the necessity for equal emphases on the two natures in Christ,
instructed the committee to prepare the study of the Lordship of Jesus as a
statement of his divinity and humanity for our times. (Lochhead 1977, iii)

Through a series of affirmations and denials which the committee believed derive from different understandings of Jesus, The
Lordship of Jesus succeeds in holding in tension the traditional
vision of Jesus passed down in Christian history and a newer perspective informed by contextuality and the early teachings of the
liberation theologians. For example, while the report affirms that
"Jesus as Lord is Jesus incarnate, crucified and risen, making a
real claim on us and calling us to real life" (Lochhead 1977,34), at
the same time it cautions that we "cannot speak of Jesus as Lord
and at the same time try and tell him who God is and who we are.
Jesus is rejected as Lord when we make him in our own image of
man and of God" (Lochhead ]977, 27). Throughout The Lordship
of Jesus this tension obtains. Nowhere, though, does the report
suggest the exclusive nature of Jesus in such a way as to eliminate
a priori other avenues to God.
At Fredericton in 1992, the 34th General Council instructed
the Committee on Theology and Faith to "carry out an extensive
"A third document. Mending the World, and a fourth. Beurinli
impact this issue, but will not be addressed in this article.

FuithFul Witness.
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consultation throughout the Church on the saving significance of
Jesus in a pluralistic world in which we are called to love our neighbour" (The Committee on Theology and Faith 1996, 4). The result
was the study document, Reconciling and Making New. Its introduction summarizes quite well the process (and the somewhat predetermined conclusions) of the document:
The proximity of people of other faiths has served to breakdown stereotypes
about other faith communities. We may even feel challenged by the spiritual
and moral integrity of some of our newer neighbours. These developments
have raised the question of how to relate the historic teachings of the church
about Jesus Christ to the present pluralistic moment. As Christian people we
want to witness faithfully to the salvation, wholeness and challenge we have
experienced through the gospel of Jesus Christ. At the same time, and precisely because we know Jesus as God's Word made flesh, we want to treat all
our neighbours ethically. We want to acknowledge the value we see in them
and in their own expressions of faith. (The Committee on Theology and
Faith 1996, 4)

That is, we do not want to see them as little more than potential converts, "pre-Christians" (to use a particularly pungent evangelical term; cf. Lewis 1985, 10) whose faith traditions stand merely
as barriers to a true relationship with God.
Reconciling and Making New elaborates four possible approaches to understanding the saving significance of Jesus. They
are: (a) the exclusivist approach, that is, "the only path to God and
salvation is an explicit confession of Jesus Christ as Saviour and
Lord" and that "Jesus Christ is the sole mediator between God and
humanity" (The Committee on Theology and Faith 1996, 36);
(b) the inclusivist approach, in which "the reconciliation of the
world takes place uniquely through Jesus Christ," but "there is
room for the salvation of those who make no explicit profession of
faith in Christ" (Ibid, 36); (c) the pluralist approach, which affirms
that "there are many paths to God" ~d that "Jesus is the way for
Christians, but not necessarily the path for all" (Ibid, 37); and
(d) the transformationist approach, which declares that "no single
religion has a monopoly on truth" (Ibid, 37).
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While the committee admits that the four approaches are "not
exhaustive," they cite the 1989 San Diego Conference on World
Missions and Evangelism, sponsored by the World Council of
Churches, as an example of an approach which plies the strait between the exclusivist and inclusivist. In terms of defining compensators for which members and prospective members would be willing to incur the costs of membership and involvement, the 1989
Conference's statement is instructive for its internal theological
tension.
We cannot point to any other way to salvation than Jesus Christ; at the same
time we cannot set limits to the saving power of God . . . We are well aware
that these convictions and the ministry of witness stands in tension with
what we have affmned about God being present in and at work in people of
other faiths; we appreciate this tension; we do not attempt to resolve it. (San
Antonio Conference on World Mission and Evangelism [1989], quoted in
The Committee on Theology and Faith 1996, 37)

An admirable statement from a theological point of view, perhaps, but what does it say about why people shouldjoin the Church?
How does it contribute to an understanding of the compensators
offered by the United Church to current and potential members? In
short, it doesn't. The committee is expected to make its report on
this consultation to the 37thGeneral Council in August, 2000. Conservative reform and renewal movements such as the Community
of Concern, the National Alliance of Covenanting Congregations,
and Church Alive can be expected to support the first of these four
approaches to Christology-the exclusivity and soteriological
uniqueness of the Christ event. In Unitrends,however, Bibby noted
that "around 75% [of church members and adherents] maintain
that Christianity is only one route to salvation; among ministers,
the figure is closer to 65%" (Bibby 1994, 50). This suggests that
the final report of the consultation may conform more closely to
options (c) or (d), variations on religious inclusivism and plurality.
However interestingfor discussion these documents are, however well or poorly they may help the Church crystallize its theol-

--

-

- -
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ogy and its christology, neither serves as a clear indicator of religious compensation.They leave the seeker still in the shifting sands
of inquiry, uncertain where the boundaries of faith may be drawn.
3. The Questions Begged: Membership,
and the Current Malaise

Commitment,

Although the 1994 Unitrends report was commissioned by
the Department of Stewardship Services, and the bulk of th~document tends towards stewardship issues, Bibby does provide some
useful commentary about commitment and significance in the
United Church.
Asked directly about the areas of their lives in which they feel that the Church
plays a 'highly significant' role, only about 2 in 10 members and chairs,
along with 3 in 10 pastors and leaders, and 4 in 10 students indicate that
the Church has a powerful impact on their living oflife in general. (Bibby
1994, 22; emphasis in the original)

Acknowledgingthat thesefigures arebased onlyon the "highly
significant" response category, Bibby notes that "for many if not
most. .. the Church's role in personal life appears to be marginal" (Bibby 1994, 23; emphasis in the original). To frame this in
the terms of this paper, the rewards and compensators offered by
the Church which relate to one's personallife-e.g., personal faith
and values, parenting, political and economic views- appear to
be of insufficient value to warrant the cost of lifestyle adherence.
This makes sense since, in addressing issues of membership
malaise and declining commitment, the problem is that the United
Church has addressed the issues only (or chiefly) in terms of access to governance as the primary reward of membership.The main
compensators of Christianity have been abandoned or ignored.
To further this discussion, there are certain questions which I
think must be asked if any conversation is to make a positive impact on congregational involvement. Three of these address the
rewards of membership, three the compensators. While there are a
number of ways in which they might be framed, here I ask them

-
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thus:
(a) If the rewards of membership include social connection, interaction, and
relationship, why would someone join a United Church as opposed to a
fraternal organization such as the Elks, the KinsmaniKinettes, the Rotary
Club, or even the local community centre?
(b) If some of the rewards of membership comprise participation in significant ritual processes, why would someone commit to a United Church rather
than to a group like the Masonic Lodge, the Eastern Star, or the Al-Azhar
Temple?

(c) If the rewards of membership include the opportunity to serve others,
why would someone do that through a United Church instead of through
involvement in issue-oriented groups reflective of individual interests e.g., poverty action committees, anti-nuclear campaigns, farm aid groups, or
save-the-manatee festivals?

And:
(d) If a compensator of church membership and involvement is the assurance of salvationas opposed to damnation, why would someonejoin a United
Church when, for the most part, this claim has been abandoned in favour of
a defacto universalism?
(e) If the compensators of church membership claim to include an access to
God which is unavailable to those outside the Church, why would someone
choose involvement in a United Church when that understanding of Divinehuman interaction has been explicitly rejected?
(f) If, arguably, the basic compensator of Christianity is the presence of
Jesus Christ in one's life as the sole mediator of divinity, why would someone become involved in the United Church, the majority of whose members
deny that understanding?

I think the short answer to each is "There is no good reason".
However, each question speaks to a dimension of religious involvement, the benefits of which must be explored if the United
Church is profitably to address the current malaise. Put even more
bluntly, if there is no obvious benefit to be gained by Church mem-
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bership, why would we expect anyone to exchange the costs of
involvement and financial support?
To return to the principle with which we began, if people join
religious organizations because they feel that those organizations
can meet needs in their lives, what are the needs that are not being
addressed by the United Church, let alone met? Of the roughly
2.75 million people in Canada who claim to be "United Church,"
but make little or no appearance in the churches and fellowship
halls, what is it that they require in a Church which is obviously
not being provided? It seem to me that this should be the next step
in the research agenda.
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OPENINGS TO "EFFERVESCENCE"
by Don Schweitzer
For seventy-five years the United Church has had a four-court
structure: Pastoral Charge, Presbytery, Conference and General
Council. It is considering changing this, "to reorganize itself for
leaner times and changing mission priorities."1 I propose here to
offer some reflections on the matter, and to do so I am going to
draw initially from personal experience.
In 1982 I was ordained, and settled at Turtle River Larger
Parish, northwest of North Battleford, Saskatchewan. At that time
one got the impression that the real action in Church life was not in
the congregation, but at Presbytery, Conference and General Council; that's where the important decisions were made. Information
on resolutions and petitions passed at General Council and at Conference, along with suggestions on how to implement them locally,
regularly arrived in the mail. The number of issues addressed was
large, and their scope was often global. The sense one got was of a
corporate Church where decisions were made at the higher courts
and implemented on the ground in local congregations.
Many of the issues that we were encouraged to address, however, had little resonance in the congregations I served. Some did,
such as those dealing with the nuclear arms race, and apartheid in
South Africa. Here the direction and resources provided by the
higher church courts were very useful. But on the whole not very
much came from these sources that addressed what many in local
congregations felt were their most pressing preoccupations, such
as how to reach out to the un-churched, or how to keep youth and
young adults active and involved. Although a good proportion of
congregations were becoming concerned about their survival, the
higher courts seemed to take their continued existence for granted.
'John Bird. "To tinker or transfonn? Working group ponders options for newlook United Church," The United Church Observer, New Series 65:2 (September
1999), p.16.
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Around 1987-89 there seems to have been a shift of interest
and energy in the United Church away from Conference and General Council toward the life and work of local congregations. This
was partly the result of leaner times; a loss of membership across
the Church was forcing many to work hard at simply keeping congregations viable, and making funding tighter for the higher courts.
But this shift also arose out of changing mission priorities, resulting from a renewed sense that for most people Christian faith is
nurtured and lived out at the local level. From this perspective the
higher courts do not exist for their own sake, but primarily to support and empower the ministry that happens in congregations. If
the burden of time, energy and money needed to sustain the higher
courts has become greater than the support and empowennent they
offer local congregations, then the role, mandate and possibly the
structure of these higher courts needs to change. Hence the call
for re-structuring.

The Need for Larger Structures in the Church.
I want to suggest, however, that even with this shift in priorities, the larger structures of the Church are still needed. This can
be illustrated from an example in Michael Sandel's intriguing study
of American public life.2 Sandel argues that the political life of a
democracy is based upon civic identities fonned in local public
spaces. As an example of this, he notes how Afro-American congregations in the southern United States played a vital role in the
civil rights struggle, by providing public spaces that gathered
people together, enabling "them to interpret their condition, and
cultivate solidarity and civic engagement".3 According to Sandel,
the sense of identity and purpose fostered in these local congregations provided the main roots out of which the civil rights movement grew.
2Michael Sandel. Democracy's Discontent (Cambridge, Mass.: The Belknap
Press of Harvard University Press, 1996).
3Ibid., p.349.
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Sandel's argument is that civic identities like these are necessary for a democracy to function well, and that they do not develop
as a matter of course. Attention has to be given to their formation.
Civic institutions must be shaped not just to serve the immediate
needs and interests of citizens, but also to shape their character so
as to equip them for self-government.4 Thus the political life of a
democracy requires both a functional and a formative project. The
functional project is devising programs and institutions to carry
out political decisions. The formative project is creating local public spaces that will shape and nurture the kind of civic identities
necessary for self-government.
While Sandel's concern is political life, what he highlights is
also true for Christian faith and witness, and can be transposed to
the United Church of Canada. The Church must undertake both a
functional and formative project at the same time. The functional
project is outlined in the New Creed of the United Church as "...
loving and serving others, seekingjustice and resisting evil".5 The
formative project has more to do with "proclaiming Jesus, crucified and risen, our judge and our hope",6 in a way that draws
people into the Church and nurtures in them a sense of Christian
identity. People are not born Christians; they become so by a
process of conversion, repentance and spiritual growth. Part of
the Church's mandate is to undertake a formative project that facilitates this.
These functionaland formativeprojects are inter-related.Each
requires the other. As the civil rights movement that Sandel discusses was rooted "in the particular identities and places" of AfroAmerican churches in the southern United States,1so the power of
the prophetic witness of the higher courts of the United Church is
largely rooted in the vitality of local congregations. When the
vigour of the Church's congregations starts to wither, it is only a
4Ibid., p.317 -321 and passim.
SUANew Creed," The United Church of Canada, General Council 1968, alt..
6Ibid.
1Sandel, p.349.
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matter of time before the life and witness of its higher courts weakens as well. The present problems in the United Church at the
level of Presbyteries, Conferences and General Council, a lack of
people to fill positions and the marginalization of the Church's
voice in public life, to some extent reflect a crisis of declining
membership in its local congregations. The existence of local congregations can no longer be taken for granted. The shift in mission
priorities to the life and work of local congregations can be seen as
a recognition of the need to focus more on the "formative" aspects
of Church work, evangelism and Christian nurture, that seek to
develop and deepen peoples' sense of Christian identity and involvement in the Church.
Sandel's emphasis on the need to work at the formation of
civic identities on the local level fits to a certain extent with this.
But he also notes the need for political institutions large and powerful enough to cope with the forces of the globalized economy.8
These larger institutionsare dependenton the civic identitiesformed
locally in places like the Afro-American congregations referred to
above. But as Sandel points out, there is a reciprocal relationship
between the two. Locally formed civic identities need forms of
political representation large enough to deal with the complexity
and power of the globalized flows of capital, goods, information
and pollution that course through society. Without larger forms of
representation, locally formed civic identities are powerless in the
face of these transnational forces.
Sandel's example of the role of Afro-American churches in
the civil rights movement illustrates how these two levels work
together. While local Afro-American congregations provided the
formative public spaces that shaped a particular Christian identity,
in and of themselves they were unable to challenge the racism then
entrenched in the southern United States. It took the power of the
larger civil rights movement to do this. While this larger movement depended upon locally formed identities, it in turn enabled
members of these local congregations to offer an effective public
8Ibid., p.338.
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witness in this regard. While local public spaces cultivate civic
identities, larger movements and institutions are needed to enable
people to live these out in relation to crucial issues and powerful
forces shaping society.
Transposing this to the United Church indicates a continuing
need for the higher courts like Conference and General Council.
Larger Church gatherings like these are needed to enable the Christian identities formed locally to engage effectively many of the
transnationalforces affectingsociety. These largerbodiescan speak
much more powerfully than individual congregations, and provide
a depth of resources for this that few congregations would have on
their own. Members of the United Church need larger Church
structures like Conference and General Council to "seek justice
and resist evil" in relation to issues of injustice, oppression and
environmental concern that reach across the country and often
around the globe. If the United Church changesits governingstructure to reflect better a greater focus on the "formative" aspects of
Christian mission carried out primarily in local congregations, it
will still need larger structures that can enable an effective Christian witness in the globalized economy.
The Unseen Impact of Larger Church Meetings
Thus far we see the importance of larger Church structures
for enabling local congregations to offer an effective Christian
witness in relation to the powerful forces that shape society. Now
we come to a second point. These larger structures also serve to
keep Church life creative, and open to the Holy Spirit in a way not
often recognized. This is analyzed by Gregory Baum in a recent
article on Vatican IJ.9 Here Baum notes that at Vatican II the Roman Catholic Church changed its mind in dramatic fashion in its
teaching regarding other churches, the Jews, other religions, and
religious liberty. Baum argues that two sociological phenomena
helped this to happen.
"Gregory Baum, "Vatican II: The Church and 'The Others': Turning Point of
Catholic Teaching", The Ecumenist 36:3 (August-September 1999), p.12-17.
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First, countervailing trends opposed to the exclusive nature
of some official Church teaching had arisen, and through risk and
struggle gradually gained strength in the Roman Catholic Church.
According to Baum this followed a typical pattern.
The process begins with a few prophetic voices, which are ignored or even
silenced. As critical Christians become more numerous, they found associations, study centres, scholarly reviews and popular publications and create a
countervailing current in the church
These Christians take certain risks.
On the three topics ... the reversal of church teaching on Protestants, on Jews
and on religious liberty, the countervailing currents were substantial... . At
the Vatican Council, convoked by the good Pope John, these countervailing
currents were allowed to come to the surface and influence the assembly of

decision-makers.10

There have been several parallel instances in the United Church's
history in which the Church changed its mind in response to the
growth of countervailing trends that followed a similar pattern.
The struggle and debate leading to the ordination of women in the
United Church, or the movement leading to the formation of the
United Church itself, come to mind here. In these cases, at first
only a few isolated voices spoke in favour of a position new to the
Church, or which it had traditionally opposed. As these voices
became more numerous, some took risks, forcing the Church to
confront the issue. After long study,discussion, conflict and soulsearching, the Church in these instances came to accept the new
position.
Previously Baum interpreted the changes that occurred at
Vatican II simply in terms of this model of countervailing trends.
His recent article makes a significant addition to his theory of
social change, by highlighting the key role of a second sociological phenomenon: the effect of a large gathering of members of the
Church drawn from a wide geographical area on those who participated in it, and the openness to the Holy Spirit this helped to
create. Baum describes this effect as "effervescence," a term used
by the great French sociologist Emile Durkheim to describe
IOIbid.,
p.16-17.
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the heightened consciousness, increased vitality and unanticipated creativity that [can] occur at solemn gatherings of communities whose members
are united by bonds of solidarity and yet live dispersed over a wide territory."

This effect of large Church gatherings needs to be considered as
the United Church thinks about changing its governing structure.
At Vatican II, bishops, their assistants and theologians of the
Roman Catholic Church drawn from all over the world, gathered
together. Baum describes the effects of this large gathering as follows:
At the Council, Catholic bishops and theologians engaged in open conversation about the meaning of the Gospel in today's world. They began to trust
one another, reveal their deep convictions, and express ideas they had carried in their hearts but had never dared to articulate. The bishops were open
to theologians who represented the countervailing trends... [and] willing to
listen to the Spirit speaking in the midst of the believing community.'2

This large gathering together of Church members who normally
lived in relative isolation from one another created an openness to
change which enabled countervailing trends in the Roman Catholic Church to gain a hearing. Without the atmosphere of "effervescence", the spiritual openness that this gathering created, this might
not have happened.
It is important to note that this effervescence is produced by
the gathering of a large number of like-minded people who normally live at some distance from one another. While this occurs at
the annual meetings of Conferences and the biennial meetings of
General Council, it cannot be duplicated at the level of the local
congregation. Here the gathering of people is too small and localized to have the same effect.
Large Church gatherings, like the Conferences and General
Council, because they are pulling together people from a wide area,
tend to produce an openness to the Holy Spirit that enables
"Ibid., p.17.
'2Ibid.
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countervailing trends in the Church to gain a hearing. This is an
aspect of Conference and General Council meetings that might not
be noticed in a survey of their mandate and functions, though a
historical study of the decisions they have made might document
it. Accounts of the1986 meeting of General Council suggest that
this phenomenon of "effervescence" helped create an openness to
the idea of an apology by the United Church of Canada to Aboriginal peoples. Had this been left to be decided by referendum or
plebiscite held in local congregations across the country, it might
not have passed.
Baum notes that one reason why current countervailing trends
in the Roman Catholic Church, particularly the women's movement, have been unable to effectively influence Church teaching is
because of late "there have been few occasions for 'effervescence'
among the ecclesiastical decision makers" in the Roman Catholic
church.13What might happen if a third VaticanCouncil were summoned?
In the United Church, by contrast, larger gatherings happen at
regular intervals with the meetings of Conferences and of General
Council. It would be unrealistic to think that the openness these
meetings create is always to the Holy Spirit, but they do provide
regular injections of creativity into the life of the Church, as people from local congregations meet with others who live some distance away,discussing issues, sharing ideas, voicing concerns and
worshiping together. Such meetings foster a sense of belonging to
the wider Church, and help break down the insularity that can develop in local congregations, or in certain regions with a particular
economic base and cultural identity.
The sharingof experiences,ideas and concerns that takes place
among delegates at meetings of Conferences and General Council
can enrich local congregations.Perhaps it is this frequency oflargescale meetings that has helped the United Church to develop a
tradition of being quick to respond to emerging social issues. As
13Ibid.
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the United Church considers changing its governing structure,
weight should be given to the openness toward creative ideas and
new inspiration of the Holy Spirit that gatherings like the meetings
of the Conferences and General Council can provide.

The Suggested Models for a Changed Church Structure
The Working Group on the Changing Church has prepared a
study document, The Changing Church, which describes three
possible new forms of Church structure.

14

One would be the "Fed-

eration Style" model, where there would be a small national structure, a General Council that would meet only every five years, and
Pastoral Charges would relate directly to Conferences that would
be autonomous in most areas of work. In some ways this resembles the current structure of the Anglican Church of Canada. The
"Three Court" model proposes combining the functions of Conferences and Presbyteries into districts, without specifying how
large these would be. A third "Revised Four Court" model proposes giving Conferences primary responsibility for work in the
area of finance and ministry, personnel and education, and
Presbyteries responsibility for programs.
The considerations outlined above are just two of many factors and concerns that need to be taken into account as the United
Church thinks about changing its governing structure. But these
two considerations seem to support the third option. The work of
Conferences might be re-focused somewhat. In doing this, the
Church might want to invoke the Roman Catholic principle of
subsidiarity, that if a particular task or function can be carried out
at a local level of jurisdiction, responsibility for it should remain
there rather than being delegated to a larger and more remote governing structure. But it would be important to retain the annual
meetings of Conferences and the biennial meetings of General
Council, for these enable Church members to find a substantial
representative voice on social concerns and bring creativity and
openness into Church life.
14Thisdocument, from which the following descriptions of the proposed new
models of church structure are taken, can be accessed at http://www.uccan.orgl
cc01.htm.
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"I'LL BE CALLING YOU":
LOVE SONG OR 5mBBOLETH?
by David Zub
In 1994, the United Church of Canada's Division of Mission
in Canada released a study document entitled Theology of Call.
That survey, the results of which have yet to solidify into any recommendations, gave members of the UCC an important opport':1nity to think about, and respond to, the issue of what constitutes
God's vocation to accountable ministry, and what the manifestations of any such "call" might be. As we are once again in.the
season of settlement, when candidates for ordination, settlement
committees, and Pastoral Charges are coping with the pressures of
our system, it seems a good time to revisit that document.
The most striking feature of the Theology of Call was its starting point. It is obvious from the development and structure of the
study, that vocation was never the real issue. The issue was, and
remains, the convention known as transfer and settlement.
Settlement is a convention inherited from our Methodist
mothers and fathers. Its intent was twofold: first, to provide trained
and educated clergy to charges which might otherwise have difficulty obtaining a minister; second, to ensure that new ordinands
have charges in which they might exercise ministry.
The experience of many Pastoral Charges - particularly
rural ones - has been less than supportive of this intent. Some
Pastoral Charges and their Conferences have become sceptical of
the system. New ordinands sometimes accept settlement in order
to qualify for ordination, and then, after a year or two, seek positions which provide them and their families with other opportunities. This pattern has resulted in feelings of systemic exploitation
in Pastoral Charges that have depended on settlement to provide
ordered ministers. Concurrently, new ordinands have sometimes
felt that the process to which they have entrusted their future did
not meet the needs of their families, and that the Church they love
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has placed a wedge between their call to ministry and their call to
full family life.
At the same time, innumerable pressures have come to bear
upon the Church. In addition to the financial and theological pressures of the residential school lawsuits, the economic and demographic shifts resulting from the crises in fishing and agriculture,
coupled with lower church involvement all round, has meant that
there are fewer and fewer settlement positions, and that those remaining may have challenges beyond the scope and ability of a
new ordinand to address. A justifiable shift in mores concerning
the rights and responsibilities of spouses has also affected the process, indicating that it may not be appropriate for the Church to
expect a clergy spouse to be absorbed by the procedure. A review
of the settlement process is overdue. Does transfer and settlement
serve the Church as it should? Does it promote exploitation? Will
this convention provide leadership for our congregations in the
future?
Any review would, I trust, include a consideration of the following factors:
(a) The percentage of ordinands who spend three years or less on their settlement charges
(b) The reasons why some candidates are unable to accept settlement as
presented to them
(c) The rate of marital breakdown among clergy families within a few years
of settlement, and the attributable reasons.

If we were to do this, we would discover, I believe, that transfer and settlement have become a "shibboleth" for entry into the
order of ministry. Rather than an act of faith, they have become a
mode of deselection - and one that is often destructive to covenantal relationship.
The 1994 document on Call attributes such problems to the
temptation of liberal individualism (p. 7). That attribution, however, misses the real issues surrounding appropriate placements
for people who we, as the community of faith, have called to ministry. In actual fact, many of the people caught up in this split are
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acting faithfully when they refuse placements they believe would
be contraindicated for the health of their family, or which they do
not feel they can serve in terms of abilities and limitations. New
ordinands should not accept placements unless they intend to stay
for some considered length of time, three years being about the
minimum it takes to establish any stability, community, and relationshipin new surroundings. They shouldalsotrust that the Church
will thrive without their particular and individual gifts, whereas
their family may not. It has been said that many ministers need to
offer up confessions for what they have allowed to be done to their
spouses in the name of ordination. A clergy wife of over twentyfive years expressed dismay when she asked, "If Jesus Christ offered up himself as a sacrifice once and for all time, why are we
still putting families on the altar of settlement?"
The document, by its very structure, pulls us into the issue of
call by establishing transfer and settlement as a standard of faith.
But it's not. Settlement is the wrong starting point for understanding and formulating a theology of call. It is important, but premature, and has the effect of establishing a rational basis for theology.
We end up parachuting Jesus Christ into the picture at some later
point, resulting in a rational, rather than christological, basis for
transfer and settlement. We become formed by the past that gave
us the convention, rather than pulled into the future by Christ's
call.
A constant theme played around the issue of transfer and settlement is not one of justice, but of fairness versus unfairness. If
justice were our criterion then we would understand how our current process, on the basis of inconvenience, has served to deselect
some who are exceptionally suited for the call to ordered ministry.
For example, an ordinand with a spouse who was a nurse, and
twelve- and thirteen-year-old children, was placed in a community
with no hospital and no high school. The children were expected
to go to boarding school, and the spouse's vocation to go unfulfilled. An ordinand whose spouse was Asian-born was placed in a
northern community with no one of similar background and lan-
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guage. Another ordinand, whose spouse was dropped from the
process, was moved away from her spouse's community of support. Another was placed in a province where her spouse's trade
qualifications were considered invalid.
Three of these candidates sought and accepted other calls
within two years of settlement. One marriage broke up. Everyone
involved experienced considerable dislocation, and the Pastoral
Charges cannot have been left with positive feelings.
The only just (and theological) reason for transfer and settlement is to provide educated and trained clergy to those charges
which might otherwise have trouble obtaining them. We need to
be sure that we are doing this, and not exploiting the needs of Pastoral Charges in order to insist upon a shibboleth for people seeking ordination. If we maintain the perspective of providing the
best possible leadership to the community as the essential imperative for settlement, then we might look at the needs of the candidates.
In doing this, we need to match people with communities in
which their families can live, work, grow and worship. If we fail
to do this, we fail both the ordinand and the settlement Charge. If
we cannot make placements which provide the ordinand's spouse
and children with the conditions for growth and life, then we should
not call them to ministry in the fIrst place. To do otherwise is
unjust: the Settlement Charge's trust is abused; the families who
make exceptional offerings in terms of time, careers, relationships
and finances in order to respond to God's call through the community are not respected for their offering. When adequate matches
cannot be made, then the Church should be prepared to support
these candidates and their families through their period of disappointment, financial loss, and sense of failure.
Having said all of this, I wish to affIrm the process of settlement, because it is still the best way of ensuring the provision of
trained and educated clergy to Charges that might not otherwise be
able to acquire them. Settlement, as with all ministry, is a position
of humble trust. But there is no merit in a process that implicitly
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drives a wedge between ministry and family life, or which exploits
a community's needs.
Ultimately it is better as it is than not at all; I would not wish
to see settlement discontinued. But we need to consider whether a
process of intentional recruitment to regional and special ministry
is not the way in which we should be heading.
The need for the Church intentionally to free people for ministry, ordained or other, cannot be overemphasized. Holding the
prospect of settlement over the heads of people who have been
called by the community to ordered ministry does not free them
for service; using small Pastoral Charges as a proving ground for
new ordinands does not free the people of those communities for
service; separating the needs of the ordinand's spouse and children from her or his requirements for ordination does not free anyone for service. We should never make a placement where the
reasonable conditions for life, vocation, and community cannot be
met.
In any case, in the Church the reason for any given practice is
at least as important as the thing done. If transfer and settlement is
a "love call" that brings servants of the Body of Christ together to
serve the world, then Christ is served. If settlement has deteriorated into a shibboleth used to deselect candidates whose personal
covenants are inconvenient to the process, then it is past time that
the convention of transfer and settlement be seriously rethought.

EXPECTING LITTLE

no

EXPECTING MUCH

by Michelle Hogman
The transfer and settlement system has been a source of dismay and frustration to many within our Church, and voices have
been raised suggesting that it is time to let it go. Perhaps it is. But
before we do that it is worth our while to recognize what transfer
and settlement have been.
In the pause between Easter and Pentecost representatives from
every Conference of the United Church gather as a body known as
the Transfer Committee. The purpose is to discuss the gifts of the
candidates ready to be accepted for ordered ministry, and to reflect
on the needs of Pastoral Charges across the nation. As the representative from Newfoundland and Labrador sits across the table
from the person representing Toronto Conference, the diversity
reflected in these regions becomes apparent. And it is at this table
that people from different parts of the United Church come to hear
one another's story and to walk, for a little while, in someone else's
shoes.
At Transfer Committee, the needs, challenges, and expectations which are brought to the table are often overwhelming. Conferences may be experiencing declining availability of ministry
positions, or appropriate diaconal placements. The previous employment experience of the candidates within the Church, or in
other fields of employment, makes the task a complex one. Nonetheless, the combined wisdom of the representatives from the Conferences and theological schools, plus the national staff, all contribute towards some resolution of the sacred trust placed before
this body.
Following the meeting of the Transfer Committee the process
of settlement begins. In each of the Conferences, Presbytery representatives discuss where candidates for ordination or commissioning will be placed. Every possible detail of each candidate's
situation is sifted, and the varied circumstances of the Pastoral
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Charges available are reviewed, in an effort to get the best possible
fit for both. Telephone calls to Pastoral Charges are made to ascertain whether or not there are appropriate health facilities for all, or
employment opportunities for partners or family members. And
there are calls made to candidates. One example of the extent to
which a Settlement Committee will go is to be found in the expenses paid for a self-affirming gay candidate to visit the Conference so the possibilities of a mutually satisfactory settlement could
be explored.
The last two decades have seen a tremendous shift in the gender as well as the age and lifestyle of candidates offering themselves for ministry. Persons changing vocations in mid-life have
been in the transfer and settlement process. Homosexual persons
have been settled in Pastoral Charges where there has been full
knowledge of the candidates' sexual orientation. And women do
not always have to choose between the vocations of ministry and
marriage.
However slowly, Transfer and Settlement Committees have
adapted to changes within Church and society. While some criticize those committees for not being responsive to the new situation, it has been my experience that the traditional process has
actually acted as an agent of change. Indeed, these very changes
concerning ministry have sometimes resulted in congregational
hesitancy about coming before settlement. Wisely, our United
Church Manual assures Pastoral Charges as well as candidates that
even though they enter the transfer and settlement process they
can still refuse settlement. Such an assurance provides a safety net
for all. Experience has shown that failure to consider a candidate's
limiting conditions usually produces unhappy results for both the
ministers we commission or ordain and the Pastoral Charges where
they are settled.
The multi-point Pastoral Charges that frequently request settlement playa vital part of ministry formation within our Church.
These first placements provide education for ministry that is rooted
in practical experience. In the case of student internships the stu-
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dent's needs are first in mind. That's why the experience in one's
settlement Charge is not a replica of the internship learnings. In
the deliberations of the Settlement Committee the needs of the
Pastoral Charge are brought to the table and are put up against the
needs of the candidate. In many settlement Charges discerning individuals embrace and mentor their newly settled minister until it
is time for them to accept a call to another place.
Let us return to the question of whether it is time to do away
with the transfer and settlement process. If we think of ordered
ministry as individual call and commitment, instead of sacrificial
service, then it is probably necessary to do away with the Transfer
and Settlement Committees. Moreover, if it can be shown that the
struggles or emotional stress experienced through transfer and settlement are always - or even usually - an impoverishing process, then the appropriate ethical response is to do away with that
structure.
I think, however, that we cloud the issue if we look for guaranteed love matches between candidates and Pastoral Charges. If
anything, transfer and settlement is sacramental and sacrificial.
Excitement over transfer typically evolves into something more
like duty, resolve, or perseverance. For through transfer and settlement candidates are often led to places they would rather not go.
While settlement is the tangible experience of placing one's life in
someone else's hands, there is nothing romantic about the process.
Or, if romance is there, it is like marriage, where the first blush of
romantic love passes and the work of lifetime partnership begins.
There was a time when candidates were simply told where
they wOllld begin their vocation as members of the order of ministry. This often resulted in people being placed in locations they
never would have dreamed of living. Hugh McKervill's true story,
The Sinbuster of Smoky Burn, and other books of a similar genre,
speak volumes of what happens to those settled in remote or unfamiliar locales. These stories are worth knowing, particularly since
they describe something about the sacrificial quality of ministry
that has often been redefined if not altogether forgotten.
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Our denominational history suggests that these remote places
have played a significant role in nudging the Church towards other
models of ministerial leadership, such as women in ordered ministry, as well as the evolution of the lay pastoral ministry training
process, the field-based diaconal ministry training program, and
the native ministry training program.
Times change. We have.seen dramatic shifts in our culture,
wherein Christianity itself is placed alongside other world religions, at best, or even tossed to the margins of contemporary society. Thus, it behooves us as a denomination to focus more on
questions of service and responsibility rather than gazing inwards.
While we spend our energies debating transfer and settlement, or
lamenting a process that does not attain the bar of perfection, we
may well lose the opportunity of providing ministry right now.
Those who offer themselves for commissioned or ordained
ministries, do so in response to the love of Jesus Christ. The role
of ministry,like Christ's ministry, is to love, serve, and accept people as they are. It is a ministry of proclamation, healing and transformation. Wemay seek to make such a path easier for those who
offer themselves in service, yet by doing so we may do their ministry an injustice. In expecting little from either the candidates or
the traditional process of transfer and settlement, we may get little.
By expecting much, we may also receive much.

---
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Sermons
THE RELUCTANT HERO
by Lynette Miller)
Scripture:

Isaiah 40:21 - 31
Psalm 147: I - 11
I Corinthians 9: 16 - 23
Mark 1: 29 - 39

Today's Gospel is a book of snapshots.

** Jesus and the disciples go to the home of Simon and
Andrew. Simon Peter's mother-in-law was sick with a fever, and
as soon as Jesus arrived, others told him of the illness. A fever is a
serious thing, which often means infection. We have medicines
which allow us, some of the time at least, to think little of a fever,
but they did not. Jesus went to her, and took her by the hand and
raised her up, and the fever left her. And she rose up and "ministered" to them.
** At sundown, they brought to Jesus many who were sick,
and a crowd gathered that seemed as large as the whole city, and he
healed many, and cast out their demons.
** Early the next morning, Jesus rose and went to a lonely
place to pray. Some disciples pursued him, and urged him to return, for a crowd was searching for him.
** Jesus agree to leave his solitude, but not for the gathered
crowd. He chose to move on, beginning his ministry of preaching
and teaching in the towns of Galilee.
There is a rhythm to these stories, which is the glue that holds
them together. They moved from private to public, and back again.
'This sennon was preached at Bird's Hill United Church, Bird's Hill, Manitoba,
on February 6, 2000.
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In private, Jesus is in the home of some of his disciples, or in a
lonely place to pray. In public, he is healing in the evening hour
and beginning his ministry in Galilee.
These storiesare held togetherloosely,and I believe they were
meant to be. I think Mark has simply grouped several memories of
thingsJesus did, andput them togetherin this public/privaterhythm.
What matters now is that we look at this text, not as we look
at a rented movie, but as we look at snapshots. These snapshots
will tell us some things that were important to Jesus, and some
things that might be important for us. So let us imagine for a little
while, that Simon or Andrew had a camera, and kept a photo
album.
The ftrst is a picture taken in the home of friends and followers. It is the home of Simon Peter and his brother Andrew and
their family. One of the household is the mother-in-law of Peter,
She is ill with a fever, and Jesus raises her up with touch and word.
The fever left her, she became well again, and she ministered to
them. The striking thing about the story is not the healing. There
are plenty of stories that feature Jesus as healer. Here the focus of
the story is what happened after the healing. She rose up and ministered to them. In all the accounts of the life of Jesus the Gospels
offer us, he is again and again the one who ministers to others in
some way. But when he is the one who receives ministry, it is only
from the angels, and from women.
I don't think this is because Jesus liked women better than
men. And I don't think it is because women are so good at looking
after folks. I think the reason is theological. They were like him.
The angels were like his heavenly being, in that they were creatures of heaven, and also that he and they were engaged in perfectly doing the will of God. The women, by the written and unwritten rules of their culture, were like his incarnate being. He
humbled himself and became the servant, and came to give his life
a ransom for many. The women were culturally powerless, and
vulnerable, like servants and slaves. Perhaps Mark says only the
vulnerable are free to offer true service, because their lack of power
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makes real selflessness possible.
That's a tough call. Our culture does not support it. Our
culture supports the gathering of power, and the use of it to get
what we want. And yet we are in that culture as those who know
that all power is God's, and that God gives us the power to set
aside the self, and claim the freedom of service. To be followers
of the Christ out of this picture is to learn to serve others in a way
that has put our self out of the centre.
The next snapshot is a public one. As the sun began to set,
and there was no more light for work, the time of leisure arrived,
and people chose to use their evening to come and see the healer
who was visiting at Peter and Andrew's. They brought along their
sick, and Jesus healed them and cast out demons.
Remember that this culture understood evil spirits and demons to be the root of illness. What's happening here is not healing for its own sake. That can't have been the point. To believe
that, we would have to believe that Jesus could have eliminated all
suffering, and chose to relieve only some. That's not consistent
with what we know of him. Or we would have to believe that he
could not have done it any faster, but that doesn't fit either. So
what's the point?
It is to demonstrate that he can heal, because in healing he
proves he is not subject to the evil powers, but they are subject to
him. Jesus is shown to be source of God's healing power. We do
not speak much in our time about evil spirits, and demon possession, but we are beginning to understand again that there is a connection and a relationship between physical health, and emotional
and spiritual health. To be the followers of Jesus out of this picture is to be the people who choose to harness the power God gives
for healing. There are those in our midst who are gifted and trained
to deal with physical health, and increasingly they are the ones
who understand that we all need to be healed as whole beings.
But all of us can offer our presence as healers. We offer the
power of prayer for the righting of wrongs. We offer the loving,
listening ear and the understanding heart to those who need heal-
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ing from grief, or abuse, or addiction, or some of the many manifestations of people's inability to know that they are made in the
image of God, and precious in God's sight. Lack of health is lack
of wholeness. It is a manifestation of broken-ness, and the Church's
way of dealing with it is prayer, confession, repentance, and forgiveness.
Now, another private snapshot. Jesus has gone to prayer alone.
The disciples come to search him out, because a crowd has gathered. But Jesus does not go for the crowd. He moves on, to begin
his ministry in Galilee. Here we see a new dynamic. Last week's
Gospel ended with the fame of Jesus spreading throughout the countryside, because of his authority and his wonders. Now those chickens come home to roost. A crowd is gathering, fueled by the news
oflast night's healing, and looking for him. They're like any crowd
come to hear a great speaker. And the disciples are right with them.
They've got it made. They have chosen a teacher, and he is so
popular, and they're in on the ground floor.
But we need to notice where Jesus was while this crowd was
gathering. He was in a lonely place to pray. And we need to notice
what he did about the crowd. He left them, and went off to preach
to other towns where he had not yet been.
Jesus attracted the attention of the crowds, but two other things
were more important. The first was his relationship with God
through his prayers, and the second was the need to tell the Gospel
widely. He was regularly to be found by himself in prayer. I have
a book of Gospel cartoons. One of them shows the disciples hauling a heavy boat out of the water. In the background, away from
the beach, is Jesus on his knees. And one of the disciples is saying,
"Ever notice when there's work to do, you-know-who has to go
and pray?" Jesus had to go and pray often, but not to avoid work.
It was to enable him to do the work for which he had been sent.
The disciples were easily and often seduced by the lure of the
crowd. They saw popularity falling into the lap of their teacher,
and they didn't want him to miss the opportunity. He was well on
his way to becoming a hero, if they just played their cards right.
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But Jesus will have none of it. He would not let the demons identify him last night, and he will not go back for the cheers of the
crowd now. He is a reluctant hero, but not because he is shy, or
modest. He is reluctant because it is important to him to tell the
Good News as far and wide as possible. He shuns the cheers of the
crowd in favour of telling the news to those who have not yet heard.
We can follow the Saviour in this picture only if we pray. It is
the job of a Christian to spend enough time with Jesus that we
have some hope of becoming like him. It is through our prayer, for
our own strength, and for the need of the world, that we join ourselves to the will of God. And if we follow through prayer, we will
find also that the opportunity to deliver the Good News, however
that opportunity comes, will be more important than the roar of the
crowd.
The last piece of Good News for us in this text is that the
snapshots are in a family album. Like Peter and Andrew, James
and John, we can get into the family by choosing and being chosen. Our life with Christ is in the same album, and the story of our
faithfulness and our struggle to serve God is recorded in the memories of the same family. You and I need to know, when we are
spending our efforts for the Gospel, that our work is recorded in
the family album. The Bible calls it the Lamb's Book of Life.

-
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JUDAS
by Lynette MilIerl

Scripture:

Isaiah 50:4 - 9a
John 13:21 - 32

Once upon a time, a long time ago, Simon of Kerioth and his
wife had a baby. A little boy. And they named him Judas. Nobody
names their baby Judas any more.
The Jews had a method for dealing with sin. Annually, they
would deck a goat with ribbons representing their sins, and drive it
out into the desert. As the animal went into the wilderness, it carried with it the people's sins, and they were cleansed. That's where
we got the term scapegoat. It's a useful idea, and one for which we
can be grateful. But we also need to be careful.
The story we read today is one which is buried deep in the
fabric of our culture. Judas. The very name means betrayal. And
so it should. There has never been a betrayal quite like that one.
There has never been a betrayal as horrifying, or with such farreaching consequences. We are disgusted with Judas. We use his
name as a synonym of evil. We wonder why the other disciples
could have been so blind. Why didn't they see? Why did they not
rise up and cast him out?
But maybe we've got it wrong. Maybe Judas deserves another look. Think about the story.
They are in the upper room, Jesus and the Twelve. Jesus has
just washed their feet, and explained his action. Then he says, "One
of you will betray me." John finally asks him, "Lord, who is it?"
What a chilling answer he received! "It is the one to whom I give
this bread. The one who eats from the same dish with me is the one
who betrays me."
Sometimes we think that this conversation means that Judas
is the one who betrays him, and so we should think badly of Judas.
IThis sennon was preached during holy week, 1996. in Trinity United Church.
Portage La Prairie, Manitoba.
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But consider it. Who shares the meal with him? Who shares his
meal and then fails to do what he came to do? Who takes bread
from his hand and then betrays him? If we examine it closely, we
see that we are the ones. We have shared his meal again and again
at the Holy Table. We are the ones who have dipped into the same
dish. We are the ones who have accepted bread from his hand.
You see, the problem arises when we think that Judas is the
scapegoat. Because Jesus is the scapegoat. Judas is only one of the
disciples, one of the Twelve. He was gathered as the others were
gathered. He traveled with Jesus as the others did. Jesus washed
his feet along with the others. There is no real evidence that Judas
was different from the other disciples. When they come to the Upper
Room they include him. When Jesus says there is a betrayer, the
others do not know who it is. So if Judas were a person of enormous evil, surely they would have known he was the one. That's
what I thought when I was a child.
Why didn't they know. They didn't know because they thought
he was one of them. They saw him as an insider. That is exactly
how we see ourselves. But what we need to see is that the scapegoat is not Judas, it is Jesus. The one who is called and brought
near. like Judas, is the one who betrays, like Judas. The one who is
like us is Judas. We are the ones who have been brought near, and
still have betrayed. Sometimes we have betrayed him when we
thought we were doing good - perhaps like Judas.
This is a hard week. This is a time when we, all of us, grieve
the events that brought Jesus to His death. But as we grieve, we
need to remember that the one who bears our sins is Jesus, and that
it is indeed our sins that He bears. As Judas betrays Jesus, we must
fight the temptation to identify with Jesus, as one good person
with another. The truth is that Jesus dies for our sins; for our failure to be faithful. We need to fight the temptation to let Judas carry
our sins. It is not as though Judas is the bad guy in the story. and
therefore we are OK. It is that Judas is us, and Jesus Christ has
died even for us who have betrayed Him. Thanks be to God!

Profile

PRINCIPAL SPARLING: A GREAT
ENCOURAGER OF TALENT AND ABILITY
by Gordon Harland

J

From the time of his appointment
as Principal of Wesley College, Winnipeg,
in 1888, until his death in that city in 1912,
Joseph Walter Sparling was one of the
most intluential- and beloved -leaders
of Methodism in Western Canada. For
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over two decades he provided effective
leadership, not only for students and clergy,
but also for the wider public during the
formative
period
in
Western
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Sparling was descended from that
remarkable group of refugees from the
German Palatinate who in 1709 settled in the county of Limerick in
Ireland. Nearly fifty years later many of these people came under
the powerful influence of John Wesley.
Wesley was also impressed with them. It is worth noting what
he had to say about them. In his Journal under the date of June 16.
1756. he writes:
In the afternoon I rode over the Ballygarane. a town of Palatines. who l'ame
over in Queen Anne's time
I found much life among this plair.. artless.
serious people. The whole town came together in the evening. and praised
God for the consolation. Many of those who arc not outwardly JOIne!..!with
us. walk In the light of God's countenance: yea. and have divided thernseh'es
'The author wishes to acknowledge that he has drawn freel) for this Profile
from his article on Joseph Walter Sparling. recentl} published in Vol. Xl\ of thc'
Dictio/1ary ofCalladia/1 Biography.
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into cIasses,2in imitation of our brethren with whom they live in perfect
harmony.

Six years later, on another Irish tour, Wesleyis still impressed, and
writes in his Journal under June 4, 1762: "I preached at noon in
Ballygarane, to a large congregation, chiefly of Palatines. And so
at Newmarket in the evening, and the morning following They
are a serious, thinking people. And their diligence turns all their
land into a garden."
The response of these people to Wesley's message was deep
and transforming. These "Irish" Methodists were soon distinguished for their sturdy religious faith, and a particularly strong
sense of kinship and devotion which survived many generations.
When they emigrated to North America, these people, led by such
figures as Philip Embury and Barbara Heck, played a pivotal role
in the development of both American and Canadian Methodism.
This was the heritage that shaped J.W. Sparling.
Sparling was born on February 14, 1843, in Blanchard, Perth
County, Ontario, the son of John Sparling and his wife Mary
Williams. After attending high school in St. Mary's, where his
father served as mayor, Sparling studied at Victoria College, the
Methodist institution in Coburg which was later to be moved to
Toronto. The year 1871 was a particularly important one in his
life. In that year he was married to Susan Weir Kerr, he graduated
with a B.A. from Victoria,received the B.D. from Garrett Biblical
Institute in Evanston, Illinois, and was also ordained at Belleville
by the celebrated Methodist preacher, W. Morley Punshon - at
that time President of the WesleyanMethodist Conference. In 1874
Sparling received the M.A. degree from Victoria, and in 1889 he
was awarded a D.O. by Northwestern University.
Sparling served several Methodist circuits, including Montreal, Aylmer,Ottawa, Quebec and Kingston. From the outset, his
qualities of leadership were recognized not only by the congrega2Wesleyis not referring here to social classes, but to small groups under lay
leadership formed for prayer, study, and the sharing of religious experience.
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tions in which he ministered, but also by the wider Church. From
1874 to 1883, he was the financial secretary of the General Conference of the Methodist Church, and in 1888-89 he was the President of the Montreal Conference.
The year 1888marked the decisive turning point in Sparling's
life, for in August of that year he accepted the invitation to become
the first Principal of Wesley College in Winnipeg. The College
had just opened in the fall of that year, holding classes in Grace
Church. But Sparling's responsibilities to Sydenham Church in
Kingston, and to the Montreal Conference, were such that he was
unable to move permanently to his new position until the fall of
1889.
Wesley College was to be Sparling's life work. In every way
he proved to be a superb builder. When he arrived he had no building, no endowment, no faculty, and only three or four students.
Within a few short years,however,he laid the foundationforWesley
College to become one of the largest educational institutions of its
kind in Western Canada, encompassing Arts, Science, Theology,
and even a high school program, all of which are continued in the
University of Winnipeg to this day. He poured all his energies into
the task. He taught various courses all week - mainly in pastoral
theology and homiletics - and on weekends he traveled throughout the country, preaching almost every Sunday, dedicating new
churches, and always laying before the congregations the claims
of the college. This proved to be a rich and enduring legacy. In
this way he created and nurtured among the people a deep sense of
loyalty toward the college, which continued throughout the history of its successor, United College, and even to some degree to
the University of Winnipeg, which arose out of United College.
Sparling's capacity to raise money and administer it wisely
became almost legendary. At the celebration marking the occasion when WesleyCollege moved into its new building on its commanding site on Portage Avenue, many speakers lauded the leadership and executive ability of its Principal. It was Professor
Drummond, S.J., of S1. Boniface College, however, who most
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memorablyrecognized Sparling's fund raising ability,when he suggested that Convocation should confer upon him the degree of LSD
(Le.Doctor of pounds, shillings and pence)! When he died, Sparling
left the college free of debt, with a record of never having had a
deficitincurrentoperation,andan endowmentapproaching$250,000,
an extraordinary amount considering the short time the college had
been in operation, and when we translate that into contemporary
dollars.
Of equal importance was the skill he demonstrated in choosing faculty, and leading them to work together effectively and with
vision. Among the distinguished people he selected were Robert
R. Cochrane, a brilliant teacher of Mathematics, who would later
be one of that small group of scientists who would be the first
corps of teachers at the University of Manitoba; George John
Blewett, a philosopher who was acclaimed by leading minds of the
age such as Josiah Royce and Edward Caird; and Salem Bland, the
inspirational leader of the developing social gospel in Canada.
Sparling won their loyalty and enthusiastic cooperation. He was,
remarked WilliamFrederickOsborne,professor of English,"a great
encourager of talent and ability".
Thoughtfuland perceptiveas he was, Sparlingleft us no legacy
of scholarship. He wrote neither books nor scholarly articles. Indeed, the only printed piece that seems to have survived is a Baccalaureate sermon, preached to the graduating class of the college
in April 1902. By present day standards it is rather lengthy, about
eleven printed pages, long enough to give us a sense of his style
and the themes he considered to be important. The title is
Acquaintance with God, and is based on Job 22:21, "Acquaint now
thyself with Him and be at peace; thereby good shall come unto
thee".
Sparling had the reputation of being a strong and persuasive
preacher, and we see his homiletical skill at the outset. He quotes
the powerful verses, 6 - 14,of the twenty-sixth chapter of Job, that
describe the overwhelming majesty of God, culminating with the
question, "but the thunder of His power who can understand?"
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Sparling comments: "Acquaint ourselves with such a one! Why,
we are hardly acquainted with one another!" He deals in the introduction with some real difficulties in knowing God, acknowledges
that our knowledge is, at best, partial and fragmentary, but not insignificant on that account, and takes a moment to resist the kind
of knowledge that is incapable of engaging our whole being. Such
spectator knowledge does not address the depths of our need; it is
really no better than the "iceberg named - Atheism".
He then turns to his positive message in the body of the sermon, which is conventional enough, perhaps even predictable. It
has threemain points. Wemay acquaint ourselveswithGod through
His works. He speaks movingly of how "on every page of the vast
volume of nature is written... the story of His wisdom and majesty
and power and... of His goodness also." But it is as he moves into
the second sectionthat we sense that Sparling is reaching the themes
dearest to him. Here he emphasizes that we can acquaint ourselves with God through His Word; and as he puts it, especially
"the great central fact of revelation, the atoning death of our Lord
Jesus Christ." Here in this passionate centre of the faith, with all
its great pastoral meaning, Sparling displays his homiletical power.
The third section elaborates the distinctive Methodist theme of the
"in-dwelling of the Holy Spirit". And catching up his text he urges
that "herein is the ground and root of the peace that passeth understanding "
The concluding section of the sermon elaborates on the phrase
"thereby shall good come unto thee". The good is neither worldly
wealth nor release from difficulties and trials. Rather it is three
great things of the Spirit, which he summarizes as "the cleansing
of thy spirit... the strengthening of thy heart in righteousness and
truth and a joy of soul that will make duty a delight - a gladsome
task".
This sermon reveals much about Sparling's spirit, and also
about Methodist piety of a century ago. Certainly it is a piece
worth consulting for anyone concerned to get inside the spirituality of our Methodist forebears.
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WesleyCollege was his chiefconcern,and it becamehis monument, butSparling made significant contributions in many areas of
the Church's work. He was a prominent member of the boards of
education and mission of the Methodist Church, and in 1898 he
was President of the Manitoba and North West Conference. He
played an important role in establishing Alberta College in Edmonton; he was also a vigorous and effective leader in the cause of
church union.
Active to the end, he suffered a cerebral hemorrhage while
the Manitoba Conference was in session, and died three days later
on June 16, 1912. The Conference suspended its sessions, and
attended the funeral as a body. He was buried in Elmwood cemetery in Winnipeg.
Principal Sparling's contemporaries regarded him as a born
leader, "a fountain of energy and enthusiasm", with a deep knowledge of human nature and a genial sense of humour. People trusted
him. His vision and personal qualities were well fitted to the needs
of the West at that time. In a letter to the board of WesleyCollege,
after his death, the council of the University of Manitoba spoke of
"the confidence he inspired in public men", and of how he brought
"an intimate knowledge of the needs of the new country and an
ardent desire for the intellectual and spiritual uplift of the whole
people." Writing in The Christian Guardian about three weeks
after Sparling's death, S.R. Parsons, a layman, asked the question,
"How did he accomplish so much in so short a time?" After discussing his warm and attractive personality, his great gifts as a
leader and administrator, Parsons focused on what he called
Sparling's "most outstanding quality". As people listened to
Sparling, Parsons wrote, "they felt the grip and impress of a man
of God", and they were attracted by "the fulness of spiritual life"
they discerned in him.
He embodied a rich heritage, and his work abides.
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Additional Historical Note
We are all profoundly interested in the ordered ministry of
the Church. We are concerned about the recruitment of ministers,
and the discernment of their fitness; the nature of the message they
preach, and their skill in presenting it; the depth of their faith and
convictions; the quality of their personal lives; their capacities for
pastoral care and congregationalleadership. For several years now,
the nature, location, and range of their theological education has
been a subject of debate among us.
For these reasons, it was, I suppose, inevitable that I should
pause over a report of a particular ministerial committee of over a
century ago. I was doing some research in the United Church AIchives in the University of Winnipeg, when I stumbled across this
report of an examination of someone concerning his fitness to be
received as a candidate on probation for the Methodist ministry.
(Extract from the Minute Book, Minutes of Wesley College Dictrict meetings 1893-1911)
Zion Church Parsonage,
85 Lily Street,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
May 3 I", 1893.
The Committee appointed by the Special Wesley College District Meeting to examine A.E. Hetherington, a candidate for reception as Probationer
for the Ministry from Brandon Dist. met at above mentioned place and date
in pursuance of resolution adopted by the Special District Meeting aforesaid. - Present: Rev. J. Semmens, Pres. of Conference, Rev. J. W. Sparling,
D.O., Principal of Wesley College, and Rev. W.G. Henderson, Secretary of
Special District Meeting, and A.E. Hetherington, said candidate.

After prayer was offered by Rev. W.G. Henderson the Committee proceeded to examine Bro. Hetherington and found upon putting the Disciplinary Questions in such cases provided that Bro. Hetherington was Connected
to God, Has faith in Christ, Has fruit of that faith in his life, Is going on to
perfection, expects to be made perfect in love in this life, Is earnestly striving after it. Is resolved to devote himself wholly to the work of God. Is
baptized, believes our doctrines re baptism and the Lord's Supper etc. Will
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endeavor to observe the general rules of our Society. Does not use snuff,
tobacco or intoxicating liquors and will abstain from their use. Will conform to our Discipline and will keep the rules of the Minister for conscience
sake. Will employ his time in God's service, will preach every opportunity
neither too loud nor too long. Will instruct children faithfully as possible.
Will visit pastorally from house to house, will recommend fasting by precept
and example. Is not financially embarrassed, is 25 years of age, in good
health, not engaged to be married, and sincerely believes our Methodist Theology in re the Trinity,Total Depravity,Atonement, Witness of the Spirit, the
possibility of falling from grace, the necessity of holiness, future rewards
and punishments etc and will preach faithfully such doctrines and believes
he is called of God to the work of the ministry.
After Bro. Hetherington retired the Committee fully and carefully considered his case and unanimously and heartily concurred in recommending the
Brandon District Meeting to commend him to Conference as a fit and proper
candidate to be received on probation for our Ministry.
W.G. Henderson
Secretary
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Reviews
THE STORY OF CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY:
TWENTY CENTURIES
OF TRADITION AND
REFORM
by Roger E. Olson Downers
Grove, III: InterVarsity Press,
1999, $55.99.

CHURCH HISTORY: AN
ESSENTIAL GUIDE
by Justo L. Gonzalez
Nashville:AbingdonPress,
1996,$23.99.
WOMEN AND
REDEMPTION: A
THEOLOGICAL
HISTORY
by Rosemary Radford Ruether
Minneapolis: Fortress Press,
1998, $27.50.
Many Christians are unfamiliar
with Christian history. Ask when
and how the ancient creeds and
theologicaldoctrinesdeveloped,for
example, and one may receive
vague sputterings or blank looks.
Inquire about the differences and
similarities between Protestant reformers in the 16mcentury, and few
can identifykey sacramentalor biblical interpretations. Invite reflection on how particular Church
teachings have affected the lives of
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women, and only a handful know
where to begin.
Perhaps the lack of knowledge
regardingthe developmentof Christian thought and practice is due to
the assumption that there is no difficulty injumping from the biblical
texts to the present time. Perhaps it
is due to a rampant ahistoricity that
pervades western culture. Or perhaps we have read and studied historical theology before, but the
books have been long and
unengaging. Scholars today are attempting to address the lack of historical knowledge on the part of
North AmericanChristians. Not all
available books on this topic, however, are equal in merit or similar
in purpose.
Roger Olson, professor of theology at Bethel College in St. Paul,
Minnesota, for example, in his recently published book, The Story of
Christian Theology, desires to grab
the attentionof readersby tellingthe
history of Christian theology as a
story with a plot and subplots, heroes and villains. Olson identifies
individual salvation and God's redemptiveand forgivingaction as the
thread holding this story together.
He focuses on the ideas of Christianity and the men who fostered
them.
Olson's book is over 600 pages
long. Size alone is daunting to the
general reader. The academic
reader will not, I believe, find it
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helpful either, becauseof its narrow
interpretation of theological disputes, cursory reference to thinkers
such as John Hus and Philip
Melanchton, and the virtual lack of
women, with the interesting exceptions of Elizabeth I and Fannie
Crosby!While Olson has much passion for his subject matter, and is
probably a very good teacher, he
fails to recognize a key component
of Christian history, namely, that
every story has more than one way
to tell it. His story of Christian theology is a treatise arguing for the
sole legitimacy of evangelical orthodoxy.
Historical theologian, Justo
Gonzalez, currently at the Candler
School of Theology, Atlanta, also
wants Christiansto know theirstory.
In his earlier works, A History of
Christian Thought (3 volumes,
1970-1975),and The StoryofChristianity (2 volumes, 1984/85),
Gonzalez covers the same territory
as Olson. But unlike Olson,
Gonzalez is aware of the political,
social, and cultural ramificationsof
Christianity. He is also less willing
to narrate the story of Christianity
as one of heroes and villains.
Rather, he sees Christians attempting to be faithful, and with the best
of intentionsfailing always to agree
with one another. Either of the
above series would be much more
helpful to read than Olson's book.
The two volumes of his Story of

Christianity are not much longer
than Olsen's volume, and much
more readable. The pictures and
time lines help.
But Gonzalez's most recent
publication may be the most useful
to the general reader. In Church
History: An Essential Guide, he
provides a short (only 95 pages)
overview of the major themes of
Christianity. He introduces readers
to basicmovementsandideas,without getting bogged down in overwhelming details. He desires to
present a "global vision of church
history" (p.7), enabling readers to
distinguish between primary and
secondaryhappenings. A suggested
reading list at the end of each chapter providesreaderswiththe sources
for further probing of ideas and
movements. His reading list includes what has been the most
widely used Churchhistory book in
English, A History of the Christian
Church by Williston Walker et al
(first published in 1918), and The
OxfordIllustratedHistory of Christianity, edited by John McManners
(1993). This work by Gonzalez is
a great introductory or refresher
book. It would be a wonderful text
for congregational study groups.
No adventureintorecenthistorical studieswouldbe completewithout at least a glance at Rosemary
Radford Ruether's book, Women
and Redemption: A Theological
History. Ruether, professor at
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Garrett-Evangelical
Theological
Seminary in Evanston, is an historical theologian, although she may be
best known for her writings in feminist theology. In this work she returns to her academic roots, and
explores the consequences oftheological teachings on women.
Unlike Olson, who does not include women or examine the consequences of theology on women,
Ruether traces the "changing paradigms of gender... in relation to the
Christian claim of a universal and
inclusive redemption in Christ"
(p.1). Inclusion of the mystics
brings women's voices into the story
of Christian theology. Her final
chapters discuss the differences in
North American and global feminist
theologies. Her interpretation and
institutionalization
of the "Jesus

sis. Ruether's book is not intended
as a primer in Christian theology.
It is an important work, however, if
only becauseit providesa necessary
balance to the story of Christianity
as presented by scholars such as
Olson.
The Christian story is lively,
filled with diversity and conflict,
struggle and faithfulness. To study
the theology and history of Christianity is to be confrontedwitha humbling sense of God's presence and
continuous activity in the world.
We as Christians need to know our
history. As Gerda Lerner argues,
history matters. It matters because
it helpsus to understandwho we are
today,rememberwho we havebeen,
and gives us voice to envision tomorrow.
- EleanorJ. Stebner

story" remains central to her analy-

--
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THE BIBLE AND THE
NEW YORK TIMES
by Fleming Rutledge Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998, 228pp.
$31.99
For a couple of generations now,
preachers have had the advice of
Karl Barth ringing in their ears, to
have the Bible in one hand and the
newspaper in the other. Fleming
Rutledge has been preaching in
Episcopalian pulpits for over 25
years; this collection of 34 sermons
is a sampling of her attempt to take
Barth's counsel to heart. In her case,
ministering within and around the
New York City area, the paper is the
New York Times. While she and
her congregation are immersed in
the world of The Times, she constantly strives to bring to bear another perspective to that world: that
of biblical faith. With points of
contact drawn from the headlines of
the paper, the religion page, the
business page, and even the fashion page and the personal ads, she
seeks to transform the news of the
day into the Good News of the Gospel.
William Willimon notes in his
foreword that Rutledge challenges
our conventional labels of feminist,
conservative, liturgical, or evangelical. He settles on the adjective biblical. Of course, most of us, to bolster our own points of view, are fond

of that label. Nevertheless, I think
in this case that he is right.
Though not an expository
preacher, Rutledge is a fine and
careful exegete of Scripture. There
are few rhetorical tricks here, or
clever turns of phrase. Her presentation does not dazzle. Instead, it
is a clear, honest and profound
meeting of the biblical world and
the world where we live. Bucking
some homiletical trends, she is not
reluctant to use traditionalChristian
vocabulary such as sin and salvation. She doesn't always presume
that we know what these concepts
mean, but part of her task is to help
us understand their significance in
the context of the daily news.
One of the reasons she touches
the people of The Times (and the
rest of us) is because she is not
afraid to speak of the dark side of
human anguish and human virtue.
Dealing with some of the biblical
passages many of us would rather
avoid, she wrestles with the despair
of Ecclesiastes, the devastation of
the flood, the sacrifice ofIsaac, the
slaughter of the innocents, just as
she deals with the cynicism and
horrors found in the pages of the
paper. You don't find here any naive sentimentalism about holding
hands as we build God's world. She
is a biblical realist concerned with
penetrating the superficiality of
popular culture, and popular religion, in order to get to the genuine
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Good News.
A recurring theme throughout
the collection is her interest in differentiating the claims of Christian
faith from those of other faith traditions. Though some may confuse
this with arrogance, I believe that
would be a mistake. The impression I get is that her real quarrel is
not withother religioustraditions at
all; rather she is concerned to protect the uniquenessof Christianfaith
from the current tendency towards
religiousrelativism and syncretism.
Far from being triumphalistic, she
seems to accept, as part of our current setting, the societal trend towards the marginalization of reli-
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gious faith in general and Christian
faith in particular.
I suspect the language and style
of these sermons will appeal especially to congregations who are reasonably well read - like the people, no doubt, to whom they were
originally addressed. Yet this collection will be enjoyed by all who
appreciate solid preaching. Those
whose vocation it is to be in the
pulpit week by week may find, as I
did, that this book is an invigorating tonic in the task of engaging the
world with the Word.

-

David Hoffman

